
A QUICK OVERVIEW - UNDERSTANDING AND RESPONDING TO
THE POLITICAL PERIL OF CANADA

The British Empire was written into the British North America Act as the Executive Government
of Canada. After World War II, the British Empire became what's known today as the
Commonwealth of Nations. Thereafter, the executive Government solidified itself into the
Canadian Constitution through the Statute of Westminster.

The executive government deceptively controls the government of Canada through the Treasury
Board, a committee of the Privy Council which traces back to the Crown Estate in the United
Kingdom.

While the Liberal government and the Governor General seem to purport, at least for the most
part, the Empire or Commonwealth, the Conservative party, on the other hand and for the most
part, seemingly, purports the monarchy. Both parties, as far as I can tell, require the so-called
powers that flow from the Crown to maintain their respective honours and privileges and, in
some cases, ancient rights and liberties guaranteed by royal charter.

The so-called system of nobility is the common denominator with these usurping politicians in
Canada and throughout the world. The people of Canada, and of all nations for that matter,
should immediately inspect and critique the systems of heraldry, chivalry, nobility, merit, honour,
etc.

Originally, I knew nothing about the dual system of the Canadian government. After
experiencing years of unaccountable oppression from various levels of government in Canada, I
finally hunkered down to research the actual nature of government in Canada. To my surprise, I
found medieval bloodlines still lurking about, controlling the political narrative of Canada. The
political system in Canada does not operate the way that we’ve been led to believe it does and
there’s a whole lot of historical deception that’s gone on that has to be quickly sorted out if we’re
to understand the nature of future events!

The problem that we have here in Canada is that the people of Canada are being outright
deceived and have been for some time now. If the executive government traces back, through



the Treasury department, to the Crown Estate then that means that Canada is controlled by a
foreign government. How then can Canada, in any way, be considered a free nation?

On a similar note, the British Empire historically engaged in colonialism which is now considered
to be a crime against humanity by international standards whereby colonialism remains an
unlawful practice.

After World War II, a process of decolonization was supposed to occur and the government
pretends that it’s occurring but, in all reality, neocolonialism is purported under the guise of
decolonization.

So while Canada has the right to self-determination and the subsequent right to decolonize, the
foreign usurpers that were deceptively embedded into the nation’s constitution continue to
control the political narrative and, at this time, are subsequently facilitating a so-called ‘global
reset’.

At the same time, the Prime Minister’s position in the government is only a constitutional
convention; it can be quashed at any point by the actual powers that be. Trudeau is currently
running the ‘ministry’ for the Crown Estate. Still, it’s the Governor General who wields all the
actual power here in Canada while the Prime Minister’s position can be removed in an instant
as the position is only a constitutional convention. .

The executive government would, perhaps, rear itself at that point and take over the nation. It
certainly wouldn’t be difficult since the Governor General already has the Armed Forces under
her control while the Crown Estate, for the most part, has the social and economic infrastructure
of Canada under its control.

If that’s not a constitutional emergency I don’t know what is!

As such, for the immediate safety and stability of Canada and the people of Canada, it’s my
opinion that international authorities should be, immediately, called in to mediate the situation
here in Canada.

Do I trust the international authorities? HELL NO! But can international laws help the nation and
people of Canada to break free from those who usurped the constitution? Perhaps - it’s a
potential solution that’s certainly worth exploring!

Personally, I feel it prudent for the people of Canada to apply for protection through international
law and then take the steps required for national self-determination. After Canada is an actual
free nation I think it would make sense to re-write our own national and international agendas,
subsequently withdrawing from the Agenda for Sustainable Development as a nation.

Whatever direction the people of Canada take, it must be remembered that it appears as though
Canada has no actual military power of its own, especially once the British Empire attempts to



make claims on its territory and assets. The empire seems to own it all. In this way, we must
react to the conundrum that we collectively find ourselves in here in Canada with calm, rational
logic.

Still, deception cancels contracts and if the British Empire or Commonwealth wants to play
deceiving games it will lose because contract law does not entertain deception nor will the
common law protect bad faith actors!

From my perspective, the people of Canada have to tighten up their respective municipalities
and operate as an informed collective out of those respective municipalities while taking the
steps to give the empire the boot.

The structure of government that is in place will work just fine until the people of Canada
restructure it on their terms. In the immediate moment, however, all agents of deception have to
be removed from that existing structure. Again, it can be done lawfully through existing
legislation.

The courts and administrative tribunals are corrupt; let there be no doubt about that! Still,
legislation and due process is a tricky thing for these usurpers to get around. Hold the justices
accountable and keep prosecuting. We can and will win this in time.

Hold municipal governments accountable through conflict of interest legislation and what have
you. Civilly sue the people who continue to threaten community stability and cohesion. The
criminal code forbids the influence of municipal officers. Do what it takes. Hold police services
boards accountable to the people… NOW!

Finally, I know there are other things going on in the world that are raising anxiety, to say the
least, among the people of Canada. We have wars, rumours of wars, famines, floods, disease,
solar storms, grid concerns, the metaverse and what have you. There’s a lot of fear and worry at
this time. From my perspective, despite what’s coming down the line, the safest place for each
and everyone of us to be is in our well-connected, as-secure-as-can-be communities. From
those well-connected communities we can respond to nearly anything as an informed, prepared
collective.

Let’s get our game on people; we have a nation to win back while protecting us and ours from
whatever these globalists think they might achieve in the long term.
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